Sublime Comporta & São Lourenço do Barrocal

Travel the Alentejo, Portugal
From Coast to Inland
Explore an extraordinary region of Portugal, the Alentejo, with its best preserved
landscapes of stretches of sand, rice fields, and smooth rolling hills, dotted with cork oaks
and tiny medieval villages. Home to a singular way of life, experience the area more deeply,
from coastline to inland, with local insights on Comporta’s nature reserve,
its pristine beaches, rice and fishing culinary delights, but also on Monsaraz heritage,
from its megalithic monuments to its long standing tradition in winemaking
and in simple mouthwatering food.

Nestled on a stunning 42-acres estate, surrounded
by undulating umbrella pines and cork trees, sand dunes,
vineyards, rice fields and over 60km of white-sand beaches
is Sublime Comporta. Here, a breathtaking natural environment
comes together with the elegance of contemporary
architecture and achieves the perfect balance between
design, comfort and respect for nature and its surroundings.

Located in Alentejo, Portugal, in the foothills of medieval
Monsaraz and nearby the Alqueva lake, São Lourenço do
Barrocal is a carefully rejuvenated “monte alentejano”, an
ancient small farming village, working today as a luxury hotel,
set amidst olive groves, holm oaks and vineyards.

Absolutely unique in its offer, this is the place where one is
able to experience all that is still authentic and genuine in
Portugal - living with the locals and feeling the rhythm of
“slow living”. Just one hour from Lisbon, the perfect fusion
between the beauty of natural surroundings and the
simplicity of its architecture, Sublime Comporta
pays homage to the best of Portugal.

Within a 1927-acres estate that has been in the same family
for over 200 years, it comprises a winery for the creation of
its first-class wines, two farm-to-table restaurants, a farm
shop selling Portuguese crafts and the estate’s own produce
and a spa by Susanne Kaufmann. It also features two
outdoor pools (adults and children), an organic vegetable
garden and orchard, stables with a horse riding
ring and a set of activities, only 2 hours distance by car from
Sublime Comporta or from the vibrant capital of Lisbon.

– Two nights in one of our Suites (double occupancy).

– Two nights in a Farm Room (double occupancy).

– Welcome of regional wine with fresh seasonal fruit.

– Welcome tea made with herbs from the garden served
with local pastry.

– Buffet breakfast for two featuring local food.
– Oyster tasting experience at one of Europe’s unique
artisanal fishing ports the “Porto Palafitico da Carrasqueira”.
– Dinner for two at Food Circle, Sublime Comporta´s outdoor
organic restaurant where the chef cooks only with fire. *
– Horseback riding for two along the sand dunes,
rice fields and deserted beaches of Comporta.
– Wine Tasting for two - “A Journey Through
the Region of Setubal”.
– Dinner for two at Sem Porta Restaurant - Here the Chef
uses regional products, working with local fisherman and
wineries, giving precedence to fresh, organic produce
whenever possible.
– Sublime Massage (60min) for two- This Customized
Massage provides a unique experience that is entirely
designed to each individuals preference.
* Depending on availability upon check-in.
If this is not an option, the experience will be
substituted with a customized tasting menu
and wine pairing at Sem Porta Restaurant.

– Breakfast for two in the restaurant with local artisanal
bread and other local selected foods.
– Two dinner menus for two in the farm-to-table
restaurant, serving ingredients sourced from
the estate and its organic vegetable garden.
– A two-hour guided visit to the estate, with
archaeologist Manuel Calado highlighting
its megalithic heritage and connection with the
seasons and the nearby region.
– A wine tasting of the estate’s exclusive blends
and visit to the winery for two.
– A picnic under a under a century old olive tree.
– An aromatic oil massage for two in Susanne Kaufmann
Spa Barrocal, using only organic treats.
São Lourenço do Barrocal
7200-177 Monsaraz, Portugal
tel: +351 266 247 140
email: reservations@barrocal.pt
www.barrocal.pt

Sublime Comporta
EN 261-1, CCI 3954 Muda
7570-337 Grândola, Portugal
tel: +351 269 449 397
email: reservations@sublimecomporta.pt
www.sublimecomporta.pt

Package price
– January, February, November and December 2019 >>> 2 854 €
– March and April 2019 >>> 3 156 €
– May and October 2019 >>> 3 386 €
Package conditions & policies
*Package on request basis and available during 2019, excluding festive seasons,
such as Easter (19th to 21st April 2019), Christmas and New Year’s Eve (22nd to 31st December 2019).
*Package can be adapted to other room typologies, which is subject to a supplement.
Reservations can be cancelled or amended free of charge up to 8 days before 12 noon (12h00) on the first day of your booking.
If you cancel your reservation any later than that, you will be charged 50% of the package.
Any cancellation should be requested using the email reservations@barrocal.pt & reservations@sublimecomporta.pt

